Glass Screen protector 4D Full Screen for iPhone 11 Pro/XS/X with
applicator
SKU: TESCREEN4DIPXAPK

Protective film in tempered glass with applicator for iPhone 11 Pro/XS/X, black colour
THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR CURVED DISPLAYS
The 4D Full Screen glass protector is the perfect accessory for protecting your iPhone 11 Pro/XS/X. This protective glass screen
adheres perfectly to the smartphone display thanks to its curved edges, providing you with an extraordinary degree of protection.
PERFORMANCE AND RESISTANCE
The properties of tempered glass are at the service of the user. The glass screen completely protects the display from impacts while still
ensuring practical use of the touch functions. The glass screen protector is thin and guarantees a truly unique clarity and visual quality.
PERFECT APPLICATION, MAXIMUM PRECISION
The package includes, in addition to a wet and a dry wipe, a very useful applicator for effective and very simple application.
Remove the dust and impurities from your smartphone screen, then place the applicator around the edge of your device and press until it’s
locked in place.
Place the glass screen on the lower short side and then position it perfectly on the display. You can then remove the applicator.
FEATURES:
Material: tempered glass
Full Screen
Curved edges to protect the whole display
Resistant to impact and scratches
Applicator included in the package
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Details
EAN: 8018417257551
Included accessories: wet cleaning wipe, dry cleaning wipe /
Applicator
Type: Tempered glass screen protector / 4D Full Glass Screen
Protector / Anti-shock screen protector
Material: Glass/Silicone
Finishing/Feature: Curved edges / Antiscratch

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 11 mm.
Weight Pack: 60 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 210 mm.
Width Inner: 90 mm.
Depth Inner: 100 mm.
Weight Inner: 375 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 96
Height Master: 210 mm.
Width Master: 390 mm.
Depth Master: 430 mm.
Weight Master: 6615 g.
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